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Scoring PGI-mini
Template for Producing Raw Scores for Each Scale
(activity preferences and activity competence beliefs)
Scale Scoring
1. Social Facilitating = (il + i11)/2
2. Managing = (i2 + i12)/2
3. Business Detail = (i3 + i13)/2
4. Data Processing = (i4 + i14)/2
5. Mechanical =( i5 + i15)/2
6. Nature/Outdoors = (i6 + i16)/2
7. Artistic = (i7 + i17 )/2
8. Helping = (i8 + i18 )/2
9. High Prestige = ( i9 + i19)/2
10. Low Prestige = (i10 + i20 )/2
11. People .924 * (Scale8 + Scale1) + 383 * (Scale2 + Scale7)
12. Things .924 * (Scale4 + Scale5) + .383 * (Scale3 + Scale6)
13. Data .924 * (Scale2 + Scale3) + .383 * (Scale1 + Scale4)
14. Ideas .924 * (Scale7 + Scale6) + .383 * (Scale5 + Scale8)
15. Realistic = Scale5
16. Investigative = Scale6
17. Artistic = Scale7
18. Social = (2 * Scale8 + Scale1)/3
19. Enterprising = (2 * Scale2 + Scale1)/3
20. Conventional = (2 * Scale4 + Scale3)/3
21. People/Things = Scale11 – Scale12
22. Ideas/Data = Scale14 – Scale13
23. Prestige = Scale9 – Scale10
Vector= SQRT(People/Things2 + Data/Ideas2)

